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Junior
Weed Warriors
By John Edmund Pritchard
My troops advance on the enemy. They
attack with vigor, but not without cost, as cries
of pain fill the air. Still we advance and soon the
ground is carpeted with the spiny bodies of our
adversaries. If you get enough fifth graders together you can kill a lot of thistles. These are the
dreaded Italian thistle (Carduus pycnocephalus), a
wicked weed indeed. No matter how skillfully
we wield our weapons, long handled hoes, the
needle-like spines get to you. Thick clothing is
no defense; the spines are sharp enough to pierce
denim and even leather gloves. But this is a really gung-ho group of kids from Amesti School in
Watsonville. No matter how many times they get
stabbed, they just keep hacking away. These kids
are tough.
Some may have misgivings about the use
of military metaphors to describe the effort to
control invasive plants. Yet no other words work
so well to evoke the heroic struggle that thousands of professionals and volunteers are waging
against weeds. Invasive pest plants are a major
cause of the loss of biodiversity worldwide. The
war on weeds is a noble cause.
Italian thistle originated in the Mediterranean region and has invaded and occupied many
areas of the world including South Africa, South
America, Australia and New Zealand. It has
two types of seed. Some seeds stay in the spiked
flower head and fall to the ground when the plant
dies in late summer. Other seeds are borne aloft
by a fluffy pappus, and in high winds they can
travel hundreds of meters from the mother plant.
Seeds are spread much further by car tires and
by contaminated hay and fill dirt. Unlike our
native thistles it can form huge colonies creating
a daunting field of spines. Native plants and animals are displaced. Even goats have a hard time
eating these plants.
As an ecologist I work with Watsonville
Wetlands Watch to restore grasslands around the

slough system. Much of my time is spent battling invasive plants. I often get the opportunity
to work with students and teach them a little bit
about ecology and the difference between native and non-native species. In the rainy season
we plant native plants, and in the dry season we
kill weeds. Different groups have very different
dynamics, some are focused and hard working,
others just want to goof off. But we always have
a good time. Getting lots of work done is good
but the most important thing is just getting kids
out into nature.
The Amesti fifth graders were good for
about 20 minutes of weed bashing, then it was
time to go look at birds and frogs. In that short
time we cleared a large area of thistles. On this
day my weed warriors proved themselves to be
environmental heroes.

Lucky
Kids: An Update on Wetland Stewards
By Cara-Alexandra Sundell
“These kids are so lucky.” That’s what I
think when twelve 4th and 5thgrade kids from
Radcliffe Elementary walk in the door of the
WERC. Why are they lucky? Because they are
in the Wetland Stewards Program, which means
they have seven high school mentors that will
help them learn about the Watsonville Wetlands
and the WERC over the course of many afterschool visits. Actually, it is a pretty great set-up
on both ends. The high school mentors from
PVHS will develop keen teaching and leadership
skills while earning money, community service
credit hours, and having fun.
I am the new education assistant at the
WERC, so I will be the primary “teacher” to the
elementary and middle-school kids who come to
the WERC on Monday and Thursday afternoons
as a part of their after school program. But really
after I do the introductions and the explanations,
it is the mentors that work with their young buddies through worksheets, activities and games.
The mentors started their school year with about
a month of training in the various activities that
we will be doing throughout the semester. We
have two returning mentors from last Spring,
Edgar Toledo and Athena Barrios. They are both
seniors who are great teachers and will serve as
leaders among the mentors. We also have five
new faces; Gamaliel Vega, Tim Dyke, and Eric
Victory are juniors, Jose Romero is a sophomore,
and Brenda Hermosillo is a freshman. All of
these bright kids will go far some day.
The participating schools and Centers in the
Wetland Stewards Program for this semester are
Radcliffe Elementary, Pajaro Valley
Middle School,
Rolling Hills
Middle School
and Ramsey Park
Youth Center. The
after school programs from each
of these places
will be exploring
some combinaWildrose by Jessica Anguiano
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tion of these wetland themes; Discovering the
WERC- an introduction to the wetlands center
and an introductory bird watching walk, Seeds
of Wetland Life- an introduction to seed planting
and discussion about how seeds move around,

Integrated Science teacher Andy Hsia-Coron shows off an
interesting find at the Last Mile

Nature’s Recycling Program- an exploration of
composting and natural recycling, Food Webs
and Food Chains- students play a number of
games to explain the concept of food webs and
wetland food roles, and Next Stop the Watsonville Wetlands- getting acquainted with migrating
wetland birds and why it is important to migrate.
So far we have had three field trips out of
the many that will come this year. I think these
kids know how lucky they are, too... or at least,
they are sure excited about the next time they get
to come back and visit the WERC.

Marigold by Aris Juarez
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Big
Changes at the Fitz WERC
By Carol Whitehill
Impossible
though it may
seem, we will be
operating the Fitz
WERC and the
Education Programs without
Rachel Garrett.
Rachel is leaving
in mid December
to live in Seattle.
She is so closely
identified with the
Fitz WERC that it is hard to imagine what it will
be like without her.
We hired her, our first full time employee,
in March 2005. At that time the WERC building
was behind schedule and she was coordinator
of a center which already had a lot of spirit, but
no “body”. We rented office space in downtown
Watsonville and Rachel was in on the building
process looking at drawings, going to construction meetings with the City of Watsonville and
the contractors working for PVUSD.
She researched and bought all the equipment and the library books, attending many
meetings about design for the Visitor Center and
the Classroom, and participated fully in planning
the education programs. When we were finally
ready to open, she helped organize the opening
celebration and soon was up to her ears in students, teachers programs, volunteers, visitors,
community events etc.!
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After two years, the Fitz WERC is a lively
successful center with top quality programs for
students and teachers and Rachel has been an
integral part of it all. She has worked long hours
with cheerful intelligence and unswerving friendliness. We certainly will miss her but realize that
this move is an important step forward for her
and wish her the best.
The WWW board is taking this change as an
opportunity for move forward also. We recently
received money from the Packard Foundation to
hire a part time Executive Director. We anticipate
this person will work primarily as a fund devel-

oper. We are making it a full time job by taking
some of Education Director’s administrative
tasks and some of the salary from the Education
Director. By adding it to the Packard money we
can hire a full time Executive Director who will
do both fund development and administer the
Education Programs and grants.
We are also hiring a part time Fitz WERC
coordinator to take over the scheduling and coordination for the Fitz WERC activities. These jobs
are listed on our website, watsonvillewetlandswatch.org. Please spread the word and help us
in our restructuring through these important job
opportunities.
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Science
Illustration: A Project SEE Case Study
By Cara-Alexandra Sundell, Mentor Coordinator
Thanks to a NOAA B-WET program grant, the hard work of busy
PVHS teachers, and the organization of WWW staff, Project SEE is taking
off with flying colors. The next few months will see six teachers participating in Project SEE by integrating wetland research and exploration into
their various subject curricula such as art, integrated science, biology, U.S.
history, economics, and English. In addition to teaching wetland based lessons in the classroom, these teachers will take their classes on exciting field
trips in and around the Watsonville Wetlands. Some classes have invited
experienced guest speakers to share their knowledge on subjects as varied
as Ohlone cultural history to city planning and wetland preservation.
Some recent art classes held at the WERC are a great example of what
a Project SEE class might look like. Ms. Flatley is an art teacher at PVHS.
For the last few weeks her art students have
worked on colored pencil and watercolor
paintings of native wetland plants. As a
component of this section of her curricula,
she invited Ms. Jenny Keller as a guest
speaker for all her art classes on the 23rd.
Jenny Keller is an experienced and wonderful science illustrator who lectures through
the UCSC extension Science Illustration
Blue-eyed grass by Janet Duran
Program and has had her work published in
numerous science periodicals.
In her presentations to the art classes, Ms. Keller provided a slide
show of her own work as well as the work of some of her published
students in the Illustration Program. She discussed how one becomes
a science illustrator and why science illustration is important. She also
gave a brief watercolor demonstration using a coyote skull as a model.
The high schoolers loved her presentation and engaged her with
many questions. The rest
Marigold by Carlos Vasquez
of the class time was left for
the kids to continue work on
their paintings of various native plants. I saw many students handle Ms. Keller’s art supplies with curiosity and
some tried out artistic techniques that she described. The
most important piece of information that Ms. Keller gave to
the students was when she told them that all of her published students had started out where they were, and that
any one can become a science illustrator. “You don’t have
to be the best artist in the room, you just need to carefully
observe your subject and keep working at it.” Many of the
high schoolers looked at her with disbelief but also awe
when she said that.
And what was Ms. Keller’s favorite part of the day?
“I loved it when one of the high school boys talked with me
about his graffiti art. We got to share our feelings on both
forms of art.”
Additional art is shown on page 2.
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Spotlight on Restoration
by Jonathan Pilch

With the Fall equinox a month past, our
restoration efforts are shifting gears. Over the
last few months, WWW restorationists have been
removing invasive species, mowing grasslands,
collecting native seeds, and preparing the ground
for the upcoming rainy season. Students and volunteers have played an integral role throughout,
and there have been a number of exciting field
trips that have taken place.
One particular field trip of note was taken
by Pajaro Valley High School science students to
the Last Mile of Watsonville Slough (just before
the sloughs enter into the Pajaro River), where
WWW has been working with the Friends of Pajaro Dunes and the Santa Cruz County Resource
Conservation District/NRCS, to remove ice-plant
and restore this incredible salt marsh and dune
community. Pajaro Valley High students worked,
on this rainy day, removing ice-plant and hauling
bags of trash from the slough. Just before working, and after a delicious potluck organized by
their dedicated teacher, Andy Hsia-Coron, the
students were greeted by guest speaker, Zoe Carlson, of the Santa Cruz County RCD, who spoke
to them about the importance of conservation and
restoration of wildlife habitat in the Pajaro Valley.
She also provided great information on how the
students might choose career paths in the environmental field. Please see John Vernon’s article
also featured in this newsletter for more news
from the Last Mile.
Moving upstream the sloughs, our work
continues on Tarplant Hill. We recently finished
mowing the property and are beginning our
monitoring program and invasive species removal. At Pajaro Valley High School we are working closely with the maintenance staff, teachers,
and students to restore the 60 acres of protected
habitat which surround the school. An incredibly
unique feature for a high school, native grasslands, trees and shrubs are establishing throughout formerly cultivated agricultural fields.
With our Amesti Elementary School field
trips just beginning, and these early rains, we
begin to gear up for the planting season ahead.
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Pajaro Valley High School students plant oak trees in the
school's environmentally sensitive area

Thanks….
…to our volunteer builders in the past few
months. Aside from the incredible role that docents, volunteers, and committee members have
played, there have been a few individuals and
businesses which have contributed much needed
construction time and resources. Thanks to Bob
Lyons, who built a workbench in our toolshed. In
half a days time, Bob, constructed and installed
this well crafted workbench, which we’re sure is
going to last at least 50 years. Matt Miller, a
true woodworker, volunteered his time building a
boot box, where our 40 or so rubber boots now are
stored. Joan Rose will soon be painting the box
to preserve the wood. Thanks to both for keeping
our volunteers feet and shoes dry. Thanks also to
C & N tractor for donating a tractor so that we
could mow the grasslands on the Department of
Fish and Game Reserve this year. And thanks to
The City of Watsonville who helped us mow Tarplant Hill this year. Our wildlife and native plants
are all the better for it.
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Caring for the Last Mile
By John Vernon, President and Co-founder, Friends of Pajaro Dunes

Friends of Pajaro Dunes, a non-profit organization, was founded in the year 2000 with the
following vision in mind:
“Provide stewardship for the “last mile” of
Watsonville Slough by preserving native habitat
and wildlife, collaborating with the neighboring
community and educating all who visit.”
Over the past seven years, we have been
working hard to make this vision a reality.
First, our collaboration efforts with our
neighboring community took us beyond “the
gates” of Pajaro Dunes to other local environmental groups and government agencies including
our good friends at the Watsonville Wetlands
Watch, the Elkhorn Slough Foundation, the City
of Watsonville and the County of Santa Cruz. We
began hosting environmental events at Pajaro
Dunes including the Monterey Bay Birding Festival. As we reached out farther, we hosted events
with both teachers and students from the Pajaro
Valley Unified School District in collaboration
with the Monterey Bay Aquarium.
Secondly, our education efforts encompassed
three very important projects. We designed and
built the Pajaro Dunes Nature Gallery, a multimedia exhibit that is available seven days a week to
all who visit Pajaro Dunes including local school
field trips. As the Wetlands Education Resource
Center (WERC) was in its final stages of preparation, we heard about the need for computers and
raised over $10,000 from Pajaro Dunes homeowners to purchase 11 computes and several printers.
Our third project, a full color walking guide to
Pajaro Dunes habitat and wildlife, has just been
released and will be available to all visitors.
Our third guiding principle has been stewardship for the “last mile” of the Watsonville
Slough. We coined the phrase “last mile” to emphasize the importance of this literal mile of Watsonville Slough that borders Pajaro Dunes to the
east and ends at the Pajaro River and Monterey
Bay. The environmental significance and sheer
beauty of this estuary, its habitat and wildlife demands that we take responsibility for its protection and preservation. In 2003, we held our first
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major fund-raising event with the sole purpose
of developing a comprehensive restoration plan
for the last mile. With the help of our consultant,
Kathy Lyon, the plan was developed. Over the
past several years, we have been working closely
with “our friends” at the Watch, the County of
Santa Cruz, the Santa Cruz County Resource
Conservation District and the National Resources
Conservation District to finally turn this vision
into reality. The work has begun this month and
will continue over the course of the next year.
Friends of Pajaro Dunes and the Pajaro
Dunes community are truly becoming the “stewards of the last mile” by preserving and protecting this important habitat and its wildlife.
We wish to thank our friends at the Watsonville Wetlands Watch for all of their assistance
and support in making all of this good work possible. We could not have done this work without
GREAT friends like you!

Students stand on a pile of iceplant they removed from
Watsonville Slough's Last Mile
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Nature Watercolor Journaling
Put it on your calendar: Feb. 23, 2008.
Gay Krueger and Christine Lopp will hold a
special Nature Watercolor Journaling workshop
at the Fitz WERC. Gay is the artist who did the
wonderful mural learning wall in the visitor center of the Fitz WERC. She has also designed the
trail signs for the City of Watsonville’s trail system along the Sloughs and for the visitor center at
Pajaro Dunes.
She and Christine Lopp run watercolor journaling workshops for people who think they can’t
draw, but would like to learn, as well as for enthusiastic artists. I can personally testify that the
workshops are great, and that anyone, artist or
not, can learn to make these wonderful journals.
I went to a workshop: it was wonderful fun, and
indeed, anyone can do this kind of journaling.
Gay and Christina are generously donating
their time so that this can be a fund-raiser for the
WWW. It is open to all and is appropriate for
adults and students in their late teens. The workshop will be $85 and all profits from the workshop will go to WWW.
Wouldn’t this make a terrific holiday gift for
the nature lover on your list? Or you could give
the money to WWW to fund a scholarship for a
local high school student who is fascinated with
the outdoor world, or the world of journaling.
This way you donate to WWW and support an

Jenny Keller prepares students to take a fresh look at the
natural world.

interested Pajaro Valley student.
The workshop will be tailored so to take a
close, fresh look at our local environment and the
critters and plants that populate it. To learn more
about their workshop processes and to view some
of the journals made by past participants of their
workshops go to watercolorjournaling.com
or call me, Carol Whitehill, at 728-5667.
We will have more information about this as
the time draws nearer.

An artist begins her plant portraits under the watchful eyes
of the other students.
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Volunteers
in Action: Chris Johnson-Lyons
By Kathy Fieberling

One might think that being the executive director of an important philanthropic organization
would be enoughto satisfy a person’s need to serve the community. This would not be true of Chris
Johnson-Lyons. In addition to being the Executive Director for the Community Action Board of Santa
Cruz County, which conducts programs to combat poverty, Chris is a founding member of Watsonville
Wetlands Watch and a key player in the protection and restoration of the Watsonville wetlands.
In the late 1980s, the wetlands were viewed as smelly places to dump trash. There was a plan
proposed for a big development on the west side of Watsonville that would have highly impacted the
wetlands. Several environmentally-minded people, including Chris, decided to start an organization to
fight the development, and the Watsonville Wetlands Watch was born.
Over the years, Chris worked to change the public perception of the wetlands. She helped develop
a good relationship with the Register-Pajaronian, which subsequently featured a number of articles
about the wetlands. She and her husband Bob Lyons organized Wetland Cleanups, clearing dozens of
tires, shopping carts, and other items from the sloughs. The press coverage of these events showed the
community that the wetlands were worthy of care.
According to Jim Van Houten, Chris has been an important part of all the “big” things that the
Watch has done. Certainly one of the “biggest” things was the wetlands protection afforded by the
negotiations concerning the location of the new Pajaro Valley High School. As one of the Watsonville
Wetlands Watch representatives, Chris worked with Fred Keeley’s committee to negotiate with the city,
county, school district, Coastal Commission, and other players to protect environmentally sensitive
lands west of Hwy 1.
Chris was also a major force behind the Measure U initiative which firmly established the urban
growth boundary line at Highway 1.
Since the passage of Measure U, Chris has been an active member of the High School’s Environment
and Construction Partnership Committee. She has played a leadership role in mitigating the impact of
the high school and ensuring the environmental protection and restoration of the ESHAs.
She is keenly interested in monitoring the effects of the high school, and has a hands-on approach. Each
year she offers to be a member of the team that searches out and monitors nests during nesting season.
Chris has also been actively involved in the Planning and Conservation committee, attending
meetings regularly and representing the committee and the Watch at various agency meetings.
Chris is highly effective in her endeavors because of her passion for the environment, her speaking,
negotiation, and leadership skills, and because she always does her homework. She has tirelesslyvolunteered many hours, attending countless evening meetings after working long days at her job.
Chris grew up outside of Sacramento. Her parents were avid birders, and she gained an early appreciation for the environment from them and the Girl Scouts. As a teenager, through the Girl Scouts
she helped create one of the first wildlife refuges near Sacramento. Chris and Bob have two children:
son Sam who has served in the Peace Corps in South America, and daughter Julia who is about to have
Chris’s first grandchild.
Thank you, Chris, for the very significant contribution you have made to the wetlands, the Watch,
and the community!
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FREE WATER….. IT’S ON THE HOUSE
By Bruce Arthur

Everybody thought I had lost all my marbles when I started to dig a hole to catch rainwater.
For many years I had been thinking about
tearing down the fence to move a tank into place
installing a rainwater tank in our backyard. Most
(size) and lifting the tank into the excavation
of my irrigation was drip irrigation and didn’t
(weight).
waste that much water, so I thought I could catch
I also found out from the manufacturer that
enough to see me through the summer months
the RainBoxes were engineered to withstand the
by installing a tank that would hold about 1,000
loads associated with roads and parking lots with
gallons. Well, I fretted about the space it would
heavy traffic. I did the math on the size the excatake to accommodate a tank that size. We had
vation would have to be to hold the RainBoxes (7’
limited yard space. One spot behind the garage
x 8’ x 3’ deep) and proceeded to dig the hole. The
could accommodate a tank, but my wife wanted
RainBoxes would sit inside a rubber basin made
a greenhouse and there wasn’t enough room
using the same durable, fish-safe rubber liner we
for both. But wait. Why limit my thinking to
use in pond building. We simply set the Rainabove ground? I had been studying stormwater
Boxes in the rubber liner basin.
management techniques for some years and the
I was also concerned about what size pump
answer to my problem was right there all the
would be required to run the drip system. At first
time. Put it underground. I still had to get a tank
I thought I would need a pump with a pressure
large enough to hold 1,000 gallons of water into
tank to power the emitters, but after some experithe space behind the garage. I would have to tear
menting with 100’ of drip irrigation line and 100
down a fence. Not a huge problem, but still an
emitters, I found that a simple 1000 gallon per
obstacle. Also underground tanks are different
hour fountain pump would work just fine. Of
from above ground tanks in as much as they have
course if I were to run sprinklers or had a bigger
to stand up to exterior pressure when they are
system I would have to use a pump and pressure
empty; plus they are heavy and would be hard to
tank, but I could always add that later if needed.
lift into the excavation. So it reduced my selecWe dug the hole by hand with shovels, and
tion of appropriate material even more. What
the dirt that we weren’t going to use for backfillstarted out as a great solution was now becoming
ing and covering we spread out in the landscape.
more and more discouraging. Still I was undeWe installed all the RainBoxes, backfilled the hole
terred. I wanted to catch rainwater more than
and covered everything over. Except for the fresh
ever and now even my wife was wondering how
dirt you couldn’t tell there was anything differsoon we could expect to see some progress. After
ent about the yard. It took 2 days to complete the
all it was late September and the rainy season
project. If we had access to the location with a
would be upon us soon.
backhoe we could have easily done it in one day.
Our garage roof is an excellent source of waAll that was left to do was plumb the pump into
ter. It is a typical 2 car garage, 27 feet by 20 feet.
the drip irrigation line and we were ready to start
By a simple calculation we found we would
watering with rainwater. And guess what: When
generate 431 gallons of water for every inch of
it started to rain I put out a good calibrated rain
rain. In our situation it would only take 3 inches
gauge and it was right on the money. The tank
of rain to fill our cistern.
was filled after 3 inches of rain.
I work for a company that sells pond buildThere is now a new greenhouse sitting
ing material. One of the products we use to
where there might have been an ugly water tank,
capture additional water in features with gravel
much to my wife’s delight.
basins is an extruded plastic box much like a milk
With all the news nowadays about the
crate but stronger and it snaps together, They are
droughts, attempts at water conservation, water
very light and they come as a flat package.
restrictions and the effects of global warming it
I put together a few of them in the warewould seem the sooner we can help people put
house one day and found that I could build a
these useful, efficient, and non obtrusive cisterns
basin that would hold 1,100 gallons by stacking
in the ground the better for everyone.
36 of these boxes side by side and on top of each
other. I had just solved two of my problems:
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Nature Watercolor Journaling
Saturday, Feb 23, 2008 1pm - 5pm. Learn ways of observing your local natural world through drawing,
painting and writing. See article on page 7.
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Post Office Box 1239
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